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Lighting versatility for every budget
A limited budget doesn’t have to mean poor LED lighting. Designed 
to offer broader color capability than other four-color luminaires, 
ColorSource™ Spot brings quality LED lighting into your price range. 
Developed by color experts, manufactured at ETC’s Wisconsin-based 
headquarters, and supported by renowned 24/7 service, ColorSource 
Spot is the perfect luminaire for small budgets.

Learn more at www.etcconnect.com
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ColorSource Spot

A colorful personality
ColorSource Spot beats out the competition with brighter, richer, and more diverse 
colors. Most budget LEDs use red, green, and blue emitters, possibly with white or 
amber thrown in; ETC uses lime to add more color capability, while preserving the 
bright output needed from a spotlight. ColorSource Spot also maintains its color 
consistency by compensating for thermal droop, so its color won’t fade over the 
course of your show. 

Easy to integrate, easy to use
Compatible with any lighting-control desk, the ColorSource Spot blends 
seamlessly with your system. With power in and thru, DMX in and thru, and 
black, white, silver, or custom body colors, it’ll feel right at home in your 
lighting rig. With an intuitive interface right on the fixture, it’s also a great tool 
for non-professional users. Anyone can plug it in and have it shining brightly  
in no time.

Invest in ETC quality, rely on ETC service
ETC manufactures each ColorSource Spot to extensive design and rigorous testing 
standards, optically calibrating each luminaire to guarantee the same dependable 
color from every unit and ensuring the same durable quality that ETC is known 
for. And as always, ETC stands behind ColorSource Spot with industry-leading 
technical service and customer support, available to you 24/7/365.

Optimize and accessorize
Adding to its versatility, the ColorSource Spot accepts zoom and fixed-focus  
lens tubes, Source Four® LED CYC and Fresnel adapters, and other accessories  
for ETC’s Source Four LED luminaires, making it an adaptable, affordable addition 
to any light plot. 

Product Features
• Easy-to-use RGB control
• RDM capability
• Power in and thru with PowerCon
• DMX in and thru via 5-Pin XLR or EtherCon connectors
• Low-noise fan operation
• Droop compensation for consistent output and color
• Optically calibrated LED arrays
• Includes slots for glass or stainless-steel patterns and soft-focus diffusers
• Accessory slot for motorized pattern devices or optional iris
• Accepts all Source Four LED accessories, adapters and lens tubes
• Available in black, white and silver (custom colors also available)

Works with Source Four LED Fresnel and CYC adapters,  
and fixed-focus and zoom lens tubes


